WINTER 2012

EDITOR – DAVID ATKINSON

Get ready for the new season – boy have the road crew planned some amazing rides for 2013 !

IN THIS EDITION:
Book your weekends away
now. They are going fast.

Touring USA
2 Chapter posts up for
the vote. Details inside.

Cabin Fever and the Road to Recovery
The Cabin Fever that built up during the grey,
cold period before Christmas suddenly got
released on Jan 6th as 35 Hogsback bikes
blasted down to the South Coast behind Carl
on a reasonable day for the time of year.

Ah ... that’s better! And that was before
another massive ride programme for the year
was launched in dramatic style on the website
at noon on 10th Jan. With over 115 days of
events in the Hogsback calendar in 2013,
there’s something for everyone. Check out
the Members Area and take your pick!
One event that will appeal to long distance
riders is Hogsback’s own endurance ride, Iron
Hog. Put together by Road Crew members
Robin Seymour and Axel Thill, Iron Hog is a
48 hour event in which riders must do a
verified tour of UK dealerships in return for a
unique patch.

Doing so is a serious achievement. And so

well-worked out is it that the event is now
being promoted through HOG to all other UK
Chapters. Good to see our creativity get
recognised - look out for the article about it in
the next issue of HOG News!
One of the secrets of Hogsback’s success is
the large number of committed Officers that,
together, run the Chapter. We currently have
nearly 30 and most of them attend the
Quarterly Committee meetings to have a say
in the decisions that need to be made. (If you
are interested in the Minutes of these
meetings to see what goes on, just request
them from me). I am delighted to report that
after due process, Ruth Palmer was
unanimously re-appointed as LOH Officer for
another 3 years, so many congratulations to
her.
David Atkinson has done a fantastic job with
Hogsback News for four years now. Sadly for
us, he is moving to pastures new down
Somerset way. Many thanks to him as we
wish him the best for his move. We must now
look for a new Editor from the general
membership - look out for the Vacancy Notice
on the website!
After a period without a Hogsback Activities
Officer, we have now decided to fill this post
so the big non-riding calendar events during
the year can be better coordinated.
Applications are invited from the general
membership - again, look out for the Vacancy
Notice on the website!
A crucial item at the recent Jan Committee
meeting was the budget proposal for the
coming year. The right budget means that we

can settle back to do all the things we want including some high value parties like the
Start and End of Season events and the
Bisley bash. I am delighted to say that the
budget was successfully concluded with the
help of another suitcase of cash from GH-D to
add to the all-important membership fees.
Huge thanks to the dealership for the
amazing support they give us – and stand by
for another great year!

good reasons to make sure you are at the
March Club Night: it’s a good way to sign up
for another fabulous year with the Chapter if
you haven’t already done it; it will be held at
GH-D where free food and drinks will be
accompany the Spring Fashion Show that
night; and it marks the re-launch of our
exciting Golden Key raffle. This year, 20% of
all Golden Key ticket sales will go straight to
our Charity account - which means 80% will
go straight into some lucky member’s pocket!
See you there – if not before – as we all
continue to find ways to escape the ravages
of Cabin Fever!

Speaking of membership fees, it’s nearly that
time again. 2013 fees are due on 1 March ,
along with your annual signing of the release
statement via the membership renewal form.
You can renew any time before March for
membership that will last until 1 Mar 2014.
Renewal requires current membership of
HOG and will cost just £20 for riding
members – including participation of one
guest at all Chapter events. But don’t be late
with the renewal - the cost goes up if you are
deemed lapsed, and you will have to start all
over again towards earning your 20 year
Chapter patch! We have just inaugurated this
patch and we will be awarding the first ones
to qualifying members at Club Night on 7 Mar.
Aside from finding out who our first 20 year
members are, there are several other very

Dik Gregory
Road Captain and Director, Hogsback
Chapter

Guildford Harley-Davidson News.
Thankfully the last of the snow has receded
from our car park and hopefully we will not
see it again this year.
I can’t wait to get the riding season going
for 2013. We are in the planning stage for
many events this year for you to enjoy and
share with us.
As Dik mentioned you are all invited to join
us for Club Night at Guildford HarleyDavidson on the 7th of March. Katie, Ruth
and the Ladies of Harley will be putting on
the Spring Collection Fashion Show. For
those of you who have not been before, this
is always a very funny and enjoyable
evening. As always, food and drink will be
laid on courtesy of the dealership.
Also on Saturday March the 23rd we will be
throwing the doors open for our 4th Birthday
Bash. As always Live music, a Roasted Pig
and many other attractions will be laid on. It
is a great excuse to get the bike out of the
garage and come down and hang out with
all your friends and riding buddies. 2013

Also marks Harley-Davidson’s 110th year in
business. We have secured a few of 110th
Anniversary bikes for you but they are
selling out very quickly. If you want one
order it now or you could be disappointed.
There is rumor that Harley will be launching
a new model sometime in spring. I don’t
have any firm details of what it is or what it
will look like yet, but people in the know tell
me it is a very exciting product. We will of
course tell you more when we know more
and hopefully put on a proper launch event
for it.
Looking at the HOGSBACK ride program for
2013 it looks like you are all going to be very
busy. If you need anything at all to make
your riding year better please feel free to call
me or any member of GH-D team. We will
be happy to help.
I look forward to seeing you all (on your
bikes) very soon.
Thanks for your support.
Toby

forward to the next
month if it’s not
been won! The draw
will take place at
around 9:00pm
every Club Night
throughout the year.
Tickets are a £1
each and, as long
as you are a paid up
Chapter member,
you may buy as
many or few as you
like. Remember you
have to be in it to
win it!

THE GOLDEN KEY
Yes, the Golden Key will return in 2013. It
was a huge success in 2012, culminating
with a 3 way draw at the Christmas Club
Night Special at the Dealership. It went
right down to the wire with the very last key
drawn being the winner. Well done to Len
Walker who scooped over £2,000!!!
For this year the Committee has decided
that we should reserve an element of the
prize money for charity, so 20% of the
prize money will go into our charity fund to
support our selected charities for this year.
The Club Night draw winner will get £20
and a GHD lanyard plus the chance to
open the box, and a fiver will go to charity.
The monthly total raffle ticket money will
also have 20% taken out and put in our
charity fund, with the balance going

The Golden Key will
start this year at the
March Club Night at
GH-D, which is also
the Fashion Show.
It will be an extremely busy and exciting
evening at the Dealership - one not to
miss!!!
But remember the Golden Key is only open
to Chapter members so this will also be a
good time to renew your membership for
2013.
Assistant Director
and Chapter
Treasurer – Keith
Dorling

!
!

The big news for this newsletter is the
release of the 2013 ride program. The road
crew have worked extra hard to get it out
earlier than ever – well done everyone.
Please bear in mind that whilst the rides
are now planned some details have yet to
be confirmed with a few rides this far in
advance so just keep an eye on the web
site.
I had asked for ideas and feedback on the
program and a big thank you to those who
responded. Many of the ideas were taken
up or combined with similar rides (I nicked
one myself as a ride – ta Richard) One
thing members asked for was assurance
everyone had the same chance to book
those events that have a headcount limit.

Fair enough and so you will have noticed
the released on 10 January has been pre
advertised on the web site and at club
nights and despite numerous offers of
sexual favours no one has been able to pre
book anything before release even the
other road crew helping on the rides. So
what have we got for you –

67 Day rides which I expect will be
increased with the odd mid week pub run
(which will be notified nearer the time).
6 other non riding events.
A total of 116 days of stuff going on plus
club nights.
We gave a presentation all the pre
registration rides at the January club night
which members seemed to like so its our
intention from March club night we will do a
short 10min forward look of the up and
coming rides for the month.
I’m eagerly waiting for winter to end and
get stuck into some of the rides. Trying to
grab the odd dry(ish) day to run my new
bike in and I highly recommend a heated
jacket its now my favourite bit of biker gear.

Assistant Director
– Dell Evans
!

11 weekend away rides that need booking
in advance via the web site plus of course
SOFER.
!

Photographer Report
I like numbers, so before we greet the new
year, lets have a statistical look at the 2012
photographic year. I like, I do not like, I
prefer… thats all very subjective, but a good
set of numbers, comparing them to the
previous years, offers some form of
objectivity.
In 2012, the Hogsback Chapter Photo
Galleries increased by 7%, to impressive
146 galleries, and the number of photos
increased by 13% to 18,099. A big "Thank
You" to all photographers for contributing to
this remarkable number of pictures, and this
big "Thank You" comes not just from me, but
from all the members, guests and visitors
looking at our unique collection. These visits
(or impressions) increased by 21% in 2012,
breaking for the first time the 1 million mark.
In 2012, we had in every month of the main
season (April to September) hits above the
100k level. See the monthly analytical chart
here:

without a fantastic ride program, and for
2013 the Road Crew is doing its best to
match this. The program is now out, join the
rides, take the pictures, and send us your
photos to images@hogsbackchapteruk.org.
"Higher, Further, Faster" is a motto we may
have adopted from the successful Olympic
year, but the number of rides the chapter
can offer is somewhat limited by the
numbers of weekends a year has, and this
limits somewhat the number of pictures.
Already the 2013 program shows
occasionally 2 events on the same day,
which are interesting options once you have
a critical number of dedicated Road Crews
and passionate Members. From a
photographic angle, I want to help our
members in 2013 to increase the quality of
their pictures, and will start on March 30th
with a first small photographic workshop, to
witch all interested members are invited.
The day will start at GHD with a 90 mile ride,
called Scrabble "Photo", followed by a
presentation at the Grantley Arms on basics
of photography, and how they can be
relevant for taking pictures of your
motorbike, scenery and chapter friends.
Depending on interest, such workshops can
be repeated in 2013 on various
photographic subjects.
I was very pleased to see that some new
members appeared regularly in our photos,
and by now they can not be considered
"new" members anymore. I am looking
forward to see many new faces in our 2013
galleries. If you read this and feel uncertain,
do not be shy or worry, as Head
Photographer I guarantee you that a solid
editing process will make sure that you will
only be shown from your best side. This
guarantee does not apply to male Road
Crew members and Chapter officers.

All this would not have been possible

As it becomes increasingly difficult to single
out one or two "best shots", we changed the
appearance of the Website startpage
slightly. You now find there a (fast) teaser
animation, randomly revolving 12 pictures
out of a collection of 60 photos. After each
major ride, one or two new photos are
added to this pot, while older ones are
slowly removed.

I am losing my patience, cant wait till 2013
really starts. Still in these doldrums times
there are great photo opportunities ahead:
Bowling (2 Feb), Shooting (3 Feb), Go
Carting (15 Feb) and a Fashion Show (7
Mar), so there is enough time to ride a
Harley to these events and take some
picture of shoes. My camera hopes to see
you very often in 2013 and I am looking
forward to ride with you in the UK and other
distant countries.

Head Photographer – Axel Thil

!

Group Riding Best Practice.
For the safety of individuals and the group
as a whole our chapter uses a system of
riding techniques that provides the safest
methods to ensure we all get the best from
ride outs whilst in a group. Overtaking whilst
on a group ride is the point we shall be
highlighting in this article.

and is in the next lane safely before making
their manoeuvre. Always use ALL the safety
procedures such as mirror checks, indicator
and Life Savers. You should also be aware
that just because he/she has started the
over-take, there may be insufficient time or
distance for you both to make and complete
the manoeuvre. Leave yourself enough
distance and position to enable to pull back
in again safely should the circumstances
change. You do NOT want to be left in a
position where you cannot get back safely
behind the vehicle you are over-taking and
similarly with not enough time or space to
get in front of the vehicle you are overtaking.
Single lane carriage-way over taking.

All riders in the group should be alert and
aware of what’s going on around them.
Looking ahead well beyond the bike
immediately in front of them (no number
plate readers please) and reading both the
road conditions and potential hazards that
mean the ride as a whole may need to
change direction or speed.
Let’s look at multi-lane overtakes first.
Being alert when overtaking is paramount
ensuring your overtake is both safe (must
not be taken just to keep up if in any doubt)
and DOES NOT impede other road users,
i.e. pulling out in front of faster moving traffic
into the next lane. The biggest ‘No No’ is,
DO NOT pull out before any of the bikes in
front of you to block the lane. This serves
only to aggravate other road users. Each
rider should wait until the rider directly in
front of them starts the overtake manoeuvre

All the above applies. Usually over-takes on
single carriage-ways are taken one at a time
but multi bike over-takes may be possible
(when safe to do so).
Once you have completed your over-take,
move back in line with the group when it is
safe to do so. Should you get stuck overtaking and there appears to be nowhere for
you to join behind (gap between next bike
and following vehicle is too small) then
accelerate into a position that is, passing
other bikes if need be and then pulling back
in when safe to do so. Don’t block the lane,
as again this is likely to aggravate other
road users behind you. If you need to move
forward in this way, there is no need for you
to then fall back to where you were in the
group. You should always be aware of
members of the Road Crew wishing to pass
you, whilst you are in formation.

dis-jointed and unpredictable to other road
users.

PLEASE remember to ride within your
capabilities and comfort zone. Don’t feel
pressed to make over-takes just to keep up
or because everyone else is. NO-ONE gets
left behind in group riding!

Hogsback Chapter and its very experience
Road Captains are always available to offer
advice on all things ‘best practice’ with
regards to Chapter group riding. Club Nights
and New Members Ride are the ideal
opportunity to have a chat with Road
Captains. Names and faces can be found on
the Web site or on the dealership’s notice
board.
Please remember good riding is about
‘Taking opportunities NOT chances’

Whilst Hogsback Chapter is not here to train
you on motorcycle riding in general, ALL
riders need to understand and apply the
Group Riding system on ride-outs. Once you
apply this in many cases you will able to
anticipate the rider in front’s actions. This
system has evolved and been improved on
over many years. It is also a basic HOG
standard so that you can join any other
group ride around the world knowing that
your understanding of safety in-group riding
is equal to everyone else’s.

Safe riding in 2013
Carl Christensen

It all sounds a lot but most of it we do
instinctively. Smoothly controlled, wellexecuted over-takes looks COOL. Swerving,
swan necking overtaking manoeuvres look

Safety Officer
Hogsback Chapter UK
!

Hi Ladies – A few dates for your diaries.
February 23rd
A meeting of us Ladies at the dealership
over coffee and cupcakes 11.00am.

Surrey countryside, then returning to a
great swinging party!!
See you soon

March 7th is our Fashion Show.
If any of you gals and guys (yes guys you
are LOHs too) would like to help, please let
either Katie Bates or myself know.
August 2nd Ladies of Harley Ride out.
The theme is Liberty Belles – to celebrate
the 110th Anniversary of Harley Davidson.
We look back to the 40s - the beginning of
true freedom and liberation for women.
Independent and riding our own Harleys.
Lets all participate and get dressed up in
the era of the American wartime squadrons
or related star spangled American
nostalgia, and enjoy a ride round the
Ruth Palmer - Ladies of Harley

HEARTBEAT

hostelry (well you have to don’t
you?).

RIDE 2012

After a good night’s kip and a
substantial breakfast, the
planned trip into Whitby on a
vintage diesel train was
cancelled due to a gas leak next
to the rail line between
Goathland and Whitby. So, to
the surprise of the bus driver,
twenty six ‘biker types’ boarded
the double-decker to Whitby for
a bus ride to be remembered,
with its steep inclines and very
tight turns. Certainly not
normal double-decker country!
Safely into Whitby we
dispersed to explore the ‘Goth’
shops, the harbour area, or for
the very brave, climb the two
hundred steps up the hill to
savour the splendours of the
ancient gothic Abbey and views
of the town and surrounding
areas. Well worth the climb!
Following the bus ride back to
Aidensfield and a hasty change
of attire, the group enjoyed a
sunny Saturday afternoon ride
across the moors, encountering
some interesting bends and
inclines, finally arriving at a
cosy tea room on the coast.
Another cream tea!!

Ride Leader – Dik Gregory

On a fairly grey and overcast
morning on Friday 14th
September 2012 at 0715, a
group of about twenty-six
Hogsbackers on sixteen bikes,
eagerly gathered for a fun
weekend in the ‘Heartbeat’
countryside of North Yorkshire.
Jiffy stands up at 0730 for stage
one around the M25 and a
welcome coffee stop in
Starbucks before nipping up the
A1 at a good pace to an
American Diner for brunch.
After brunch and as we
approached the North Yorkshire
moors, we had our first
diversion due to a road closure.
Not phased by this unwelcome
event, our intrepid leader soon
had us all mobile again on a
diversionary route. After a
windy but fantastically scenic
ride across the Yorkshire
moors, we arrived at the
perfectly located ‘Inn on the
Moor’ in Goathland (aka TV’s
Aidensfield), opposite the
Aidensfield Arms pub! After a
swift change, some went for the
obligatory cream tea whilst
others sampled the local

Goathland truly lives on as
Aidensfield with no less than
three Ford Anglia, model 105E,
Police liveried vehicles, one of

which was the actual vehicle
used in the series and a copius
number of trinkets and
memorabilia, without forgetting
Scripp’s Garage, where so
many scenes in the series were
filmed. The railway station is
also themed to the era and lulls
you into thinking you are
actually back in the ‘60s. Sadly
we didn’t actually see Gina
behind the bar in the
Aidensfield Arms, or David
Stockwell and Bernie Scripps in
the garage, or Sergeant
Blaketon and Alf Ventress out
on the beat around the streets,
but if you closed your eyes for
just a moment you could
imagine a least one scene from
the memorable series.
The return ride wasn’t without
excitement coming in the form
of another unplanned diversion
due to yet another road closure
and stunning views as we rode
over the Humber bridge.
The weather was gracious to us
and during the weekend
everyone’s Heart missed at least
one Beat. The weather, the
accommodation, the route, but
not least the company made a
fabulous weekend to remember.

Thank you Dik and Hillary!!
By Pete Hillier

SONIC SCRIBBLES
Sonic Scribbles
We all encounter sounds that delight or annoy
and we’re all different in our opinions, of which is
which. The sound coming from a bike’s exhaust
is always emotive; if you’re reading this you’ll
love the throb of a large air cooled V-twin
(apologies to the V-Rod mob) whereas I prefer
my twins parallel. But I bet we all get a tad irked
when a two stroke twist n go with its silencer
innards ripped out screams past our front doors.
Chances are this scooter is no louder than some
of the bikes you ride with slightly ‘fruity’
aftermarket silencers (if you’ve completely
adopted US terminology just insert muffler
whenever you read the ‘s’ word but to me that’s
a scarf). So how can we define what loud is?
Well if we start with manufacturing a bike, where
it’s built but more importantly where it’s going to
be sold/used will have a major bearing on the
design of the exhaust system. Harley build bikes
to be sold around the world but that doesn’t
mean they’re all the same. Bikes built for the
UK/EU market have to meet the technical
requirements of various European directives.
One of these, the imaginatively titled 97/24/EC
Chapter 9, deals with motorcycle sound levels
and exhaust systems. It sets out the maximum
permissible sound levels and the methods of
testing. There are a variety of maximum levels
covering mopeds, bikes, trikes and quads; we’ll
just concentrate on bikes of over 175cc. For
these the maximum allowed is 80 dBA (A
weighted decibels). At this point some of you
might be wondering why the limit is low
compared to the standard applied to imports and
bespoke builds that are examined under the
Motorcycle Single Vehicle Approval (MSVA)
scheme which is 99 dBA. The reason is down to
the test methods; EU testing requires the sound
level to be measured with the machine in motion
and once this test has been passed a second
measurement is taken with the bike static. This
static figure is recorded on a manufacturer’s
data plate fixed to the bike, which also includes
the manufacturer’s name, the bike’s VIN and
type approval number. MSVA only carries out a
static test.

The drive by test is carried out on a test track as
shown in Fig 1. The bike under test has to be
ridden towards line A-A’ at a steady speed of 50
km/h. When the front of the bike reaches the line
the throttle is fully opened as quickly as possible
and kept in that position until the rear of the bike
reaches line B-B’. The throttle must then be
returned to the idle position as quickly as
possible. The test is carried out a number of
times with the sound level meter on both sides
of line P-P’. The accelerations are carried out
with the machine in both second and third gear.
The results are then averaged out and the
vehicle will be deemed to have met the
requirements if the average does not exceed 80
dBA.
Once the drive by test is complete measurement
of the exhaust noise with the bike stationary can
be carried out. This is carried out with the
microphone positioned much closer to the
exhaust outlet. This must be done in a clear
rectangular area that gives at least 3 metres of
unobstructed space around the bike. The
microphone is set to the height of the exhaust
outlet or 200mm whichever is higher, positioned
500mm from the exhaust outlet and at angle of

SONIC SCRIBBLES
45o ± 10o to it, see Fig 2. The bike’s engine must
be at normal operating temperature, the
machine upright and the gearbox in neutral. The
test measures the sound level from the engine
being held at a steady speed through the throttle
being released and the engine returning to idle.
The steady engine speed is based on the engine
maximum power speed. If the engine makes
max power at over 5,000 rpm the test speed is
50% max power speed, up to and including
5,000 rpm it is 75% of max power speed; so for
example if max power is made at 4,800 rpm the
test
speed
will
be
3,600rpm, if
max power is
made
at
6,000
rpm
the
test
speed will be
3,000
rpm.
The
result
recorded
is
the highest of
three
test
cycles.
It’s
interesting to
note
that
when Harley
bumped up
Fig 2
the capacity
of the big twins from 1340 to 1450 the max
power speed went from dead on 5,000 rpm to
5,600 in most cases.
The MSVA test is based on this static method;
the main difference being that MSVA has a
maximum limit. This, as mentioned before, is
99dBA. It is believed that this figure was arrived
at following trials of various types of machine
which were assessed for both drive by and
stationary noise. As an example a V-Rod (1131
cc)was recorded as 80 dBA on the drive by and
a static level of 90 dBA @ 4,150 rpm; a
Kawasaki ZX-10R (998 cc) was recorded as a
quieter 79.1 dBA on the drive by but its static
measurement was 97 dBA @ 5,850 rpm. This
gives some indication of the issues faced by
manufacturers; unfaired bikes are always going
to emit more mechanical noise on the drive by.
So that’s how the bike arrives at the dealer but
three years down the line it’s going to need an

MOT. It’s a fair bet that those original factory
fitted silencers will be gathering dust in the
corner of the shed or even a long forgotten ebay
sale. Those with long memories might recall that
prior to May 2004 any bike first used from the
beginning of 1985 had to have specific markings
on the silencer when presented for test. These
were either the original manufacturer’s marking
or BS or e marking. From May 2004 this
requirement was removed. The tester is still
required to check for ‘negative’ markings such
as ‘Not For Road Use’, ‘Track Use Only’ or
similar markings.
What hasn’t changed is the method of checking
how ‘loud’ the exhaust noise is. Having checked
the exhaust system for security (not about to fall
off), deterioration (not corroded excessively) and
completeness (no bits missing) it’s then time for
the noise test using some very sophisticated
equipment…the mark 1 eardrum! It’s probably
best to quote directly from the MOT manual at
this point, the method of inspection states, “2.
With the engine running assess the
effectiveness of the silencer(s) in reducing as far
as is reasonable the noise emitted.” And the
reason for rejection is “2. A silencer that is in
such a condition or is of such a type that the
noise emitted is clearly in excess of that which
would be produced by a similar machine fitted
with a standard silencer in average condition.” It
can be seen that this makes the test very
subjective (hence the first paragraph) even more
so given that there are no recommendations as
to what speed the engine should be operated at.
The tester has to be certain that the noise is
clearly in excess before failing so a pass and
advise may often be the preferred option where
doubt exists.
As for the future, well the EU commission has
made proposals for a European wide standard
for periodic testing for all classes of vehicles
including, for the first time, bikes. This was
released in a press release of 13 Jul 2012. The
proposal for checking noise is still a subjective
‘listen’ but does permit the tester to conduct a
metered noise test where the noise is
considered borderline. Interesting times are
ahead. In the meantime enjoy your ride but do
try not to upset the neighbours.
Copyright - Chris Corker VOSA

USA$TOURING$2012$
!
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A dream come true –
eventually!

haze trying to find flights to book and
handing over credit card details several
times until we managed to get the name,
number and expiry details all to match!

For the past 10 years Catherine and I have
been discussing a trip to the States with
Andy and Carrol England. Each year there
has been a reason not to go – another new
grandchild, care of aged parents, lack of
holiday allowance, lack of funds – until
finally last November, after one too many
bottles of wine it was agreed – unless we
booked the flights right now we would never
go. As a result we found ourselves phoning
British Airways at 2am in a mild alcoholic

Having committed to non-changeable nonrefundable tickets all that was left to do was
plan the trip. In accordance with a time
honoured tradition we have adopted for all
of our major bike trips, each member of the
group is allowed to specify a place they
want to go and the trip is then planned
around these stops. It has worked well with
us in the past and has resulted in some
fairly extensive circular continental trips to
and from the European HOG rallies. In this

USA$TOURING$2012$
case, since there was only four of us we
allowed ourselves two requests each.

Arizona!! - how to fit all that into two
weeks?!!

Mine was quite simple – Route 66 (just a
part - not the whole way!) and to stay in the
Wigwam Motel as featured in the
Disney/Pixar movie “Cars”. Travelling to
Arizona and entering “Navaho country”
could easily accommodate this.

Andy’s request was to experience (and
survive) a trip through Alabama and go to a
performance of the “Grand Old Opry” in
Nashville Tennessee – only a few thousand
miles from Arizona.
Catherine wanted to ride through Monument
Valley with a few extra canyons thrown in
and take a trip on a Mississippi river boat,
while Carrol was intent on horse riding in the
desert and paying homage to the King by
visiting Graceland in Memphis, and we all
wanted to stand on the corner in Winston

After many long alcohol fuelled planning
meetings over many months a scheme
began to emerge – we would start in
Arizona on bikes, do a circular loop starting
at the Grand canyon and covering my
wigwam motel in Holbrook, the painted

desert, Chelly canyon, Monument Valley

USA$TOURING$2012$
(not to be confused with Mount Rushmore
where the heads of presidents are carved –
Monument Valley is pure John Wayne
cowboy territory!) Lake Powell and back to
Flagstaff.

We would then jump on the South West
Chief to Chicago (only two days travel) then
get another overnight train down to
Memphis where we would pick up the
biggest four wheel drive SUV possible

(preferably armour plated) to go into
Alabama and back up to Nashville.
Well – the plan worked – we had a great
time – we saw some amazing sights and we
would be pleased to share our experiences
with anyone planning a trip to the states.

Some of the unexpected highlights included
a real live rodeo in Holbrook, bumping into
Alabama Shakes in Nashville, seeing
country and western superstars like Chrystal
Gale performing live,
fitting in a trip to the
top of the John
Hancock Building in
Chicago and seeing
Lake Michigan– but
most of all – being on
a bike in the warmth of
the Arizona desert
expecting to see John
Wayne ride out into
the sunset!

Catherine and Steve
Cork
!

Officer Vacancy Notice
Post/Type

Editor/Discretionary Officer

Reason

Home re-location of previous Editor

Term

3 years, renewable

Start

Mar 2013

Eligibility

Open to full Chapter members who have regularly
participated in Chapter events as rider or pillion for at
least 12 months. Also open to past and existing Editors.

Duties

Creation and production of four newsletters per year,
each assembled and distributed as a pdf file. Entails full
membership of the Committee, and requires attendance
at Quarterly meetings. This post may be filled by more
than one person, operating as a team of Co-Editors. In
this case, Committee attendance may be shared.

Skills/Interests

Familiarity with any page layout software capable of
generating a pdf file for distribution via the website.
Flair and creative interest in compiling, editing and laying
out attractive content that reflects the interests and
participation of the full range of Chapter members.
Ability and willingness to work with Hogsback Committee
as team member.

Closing date

22 Feb 2013

Next steps

Applicants should email a statement of their interest to
director@hogsbackchapteruk.org
Qualifying nominees will be notified in late Feb 2013 and
the appointment will be made by the Committee. The
successful applicant will be patched at the next Club
Night following the Committee decision.

Officer Vacancy Notice
Post/Type

Activities Officer/Discretionary Officer

Reason

Improve coordination of non-riding Chapter activities

Term

3 years, renewable

Start

Mar 2013

Eligibility

Open to full Chapter members who have regularly
participated in Chapter events as rider or pillion for at
least 2 years.

Duties

Work with the Director, Assistant Directors and other
Committee members, to create, coordinate and deliver
high quality non-riding Chapter events, including, but not
necessarily restricted to, the Start & End of Season
parties. Entails full membership of the Committee, and
requires attendance at Quarterly meetings.
Note: Due to lack of time, responsibility for the 2013
SOS event is not expected.

Skills/Interests

Social, organisational, communication and team skills +
ability to manage the kind of Chapter event that blows
the membership away with how good it was, and blows
the Committee away with how effortless it all seemed ;-)
This is a coordination role. The successful applicant can
expect support from other Committee members in return
for proactive communication of ideas, plans and progress.

Closing date

22 Feb 2013

Next steps

Applicants should email a statement of their interest to
director@hogsbackchapteruk.org
Qualifying nominees will be notified in late Feb 2013 and
the appointment will be made by the Committee. The
successful applicant will be patched at the next Club
Night following the Committee decision.

BIKE TRUCKING AD
You may have seen our trucks at various
Harley-Davidson events and rallies. We
work as the transport company for Harley
Davidson UK and Europe, providing the
logistics support for all the events in the UK

and the European events and rallies
undertaken by Oxford head office.
Back in Lake Garda I was talking to Marj
Rae and she asked me to look at offering a
service to HOG members, transporting their
bikes to and from the rallies in Europe,
which we have been doing ever since.
The idea of this service is to enable
Members of the UK Chapters to have their
own bike at the various events and enable
them to experience some of the fantastic
riding available around these locations- but
without having to ride there!
People do this for a number of reasons.
1) They may not have the time to ride.
Adding the extra days that the ride takes
may take up too much of their annual
holiday or their job may mean that they can’t
afford the riding days off.
2) They may have never ridden abroad
before and be wary of a long journey on the
“wrong” side of the road.
3) Their bike is not suitable for a long
journey. We transport bikes that go into the
Custom Bike Show for instance. Or they
don’t fancy riding an 883 for such a
distance- although I Know that people do!
4) Their bike may have been damaged

during an event.
The service we offer starts from your local
dealership. We collect the bike, strap it into
a cradle specifically designed for
transporting bikes, we load it
onto one of our trucks and
transport it to the Rally site. Our
customers then collect the bikes
from us and enjoy the freedom of
using their own bike, return it to
us at the end of the event and
we return it to their local
dealership.
If you would like to see how we
load bikes there is a short timelapse video on our website
(www.wmblogistics.co.uk)
As we are based within the rally
site collecting and dropping off the bike is
always easy. We will also take a bag and
two helmets with each bike to save the
owner having to fly with them.
The big question is “How much ? ”
For 2013 we are transporting customer
bikes to the 3 major events visited by UK
members. Below is a guide to the cost of
transporting a single bike to each event. All
of these prices include VAT
St Tropez (2nd-5th May)
Round trip (there and back)
One way ( there or back)

£699.00
£499.00

Rome (13th-16th June)
Round trip (there and back)
One way ( there or back)

£750.00
£525.00

Faaker See-European Bike Week in Austria
(3rd-8th September)
Round trip (there and back)
£699.00
One way ( there or back)
£499.00
The only additional cost is insurance which
we charge individually. This works out at
£40 for a £10,000 bike.
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Thank you
MAG thank all who battled through the weather to make it to the
rallies that fund this organisation. If you hadn’t bothered we’d be in
a much worse position now.
Thanks to you MAG remain solvent and with any luck and some
sunshine in 2013 we’ll rebuild our finances.
In the meantime if every one of MAG’s affiliated clubs would make
just one of its events over the next year a MAG fundraiser we may
balance the shortfall in income from reduced profits at this year’s
moistened events.
MAG is a non-profit making organisation unless of course you
count freedom from pointless regulation in which case we are into
profit big time and everyone shares it.
Obviously we’d like you all to join as individual members and you
can do this on line www.mag-uk.org £25 pa

